Chemists use one set of orbitals when comparing to a structural formula, hybridized AOs or NBOs for example, and another for reasoning in terms of frontier orbitals, MOs usually. Chemical arguments can frequently be made in terms of energy and/or electron density without the consideration of orbitals at all. All orbital representations, orthogonal or not, within a given function space are related by linear transformation. Chemical arguments based on orbitals are really energy or electron density arguments; orbitals are linked to these observables through the use of operators. The Valency Interaction Formula, VIF, offers a system of chemical reasoning based on the invariance of observables from one orbital representation to another. VIF pictures have been defined as one-electron density and Hamiltonian operators. These pictures are classified in a chemically meaningful way by use of linear transformations applied to them in the form of two pictorial rules and the invariance of the number of doubly, singly, and unoccupied orbitals or bonding, nonbonding, and antibonding orbitals under these transformations. The compatibility of the VIF method with the bond pair -lone pair language of Lewis is demonstrated. Different electron lone pair representations are related by the pictorial rules and have stability understood in terms of Walsh's rules. Symmetries of conjugated ring systems are related to their electronic state by simple mathematical formulas. Description of lone pairs in conjugated systems is based on the strength and sign of orbital interactions around the ring. Simple models for bonding in copper clusters are tested, and the bonding of O 2 to Fe(II) in hemoglobin is described. Arguments made are supported by HF, B3LYP, and MP2 computations.
Introduction
The Lewis structure [1] is central to a great deal of chemical reasoning and therefore has been the inspiration for chemically intuitive analysis of quantum computations on molecules. Pauling immediately recognized the compatibility of Lewis's rule of two with Valence Bond theory and wrote this in a 1928 letter to Lewis. You have no doubt seen London's recent paper in the Zeitschrift für Physik and have observed the results which he derived from the quantum mechanics the sharing of electrons are in the main equivalent to the rules which you had previously postulated [2] .
Slater and Pauling extended VB theory to larger molecules with the technique of hybridization of valence atomic orbitals [3, 4] . Molecular Orbital, MO, theory, an early alternative to VB theory, has a less obvious connection to molecular structural formulas and has been more usually associated with electronic spectroscopy. It was shown in 1935 by Van Vleck and Sherman that VB theory and MO theory are different starting points to better approximations [5] . In some cases VB and MO treatments are equivalent. Linnett, in his 1956 study of binding in diatomic molecules showed that the MO configuration is equivalent to the VB configuration where both electrons have the same spin [6] . MO and VB treatments of the three electron bond [7] are also equivalent [8] . Linnett's work with odd number electron molecules lead him to modify the Lewis-Langmuir octet rule to a double quartet rule, each quartet consisting of electrons with parallel spin [9] . These modified Lewis structures, considered along with notions of electron repulsion and electron spin correlation allow the properties of molecules with odd numbers of electrons to be rationalized more clearly. Harcourt, inspired by Linnett's approach, has shown further equivalence between VB and MO treatments of the three electron bond and using a VB approach has shown how fractional electron pair bonds in "increased valence structures" are applied to give insight into a number of important examples [10] [11] [12] [13] . VB and MO theories are not equivalent in all cases. Methods for analyzing results of MO and DFT computations in terms of chemical bonds and lone pair electrons have also been developed; examples are Natural Bond Orbital Analysis [14] , NBO, and Atoms in Molecules, AIM [15] . Natural Bond Orbitals, NBOs, are optimized to match the bond pair -lone pair depictions of a Lewis structure. NBOs that do not match Lewis's "rule of two" still fit chemical intuition and quantify chemical concepts such as electron delocalization and donor-acceptor interactions. Atoms in Molecules (AIM), does not focus on orbitals but on electron density, an observable that it characterizes in a mathematically defined way to match chemical intuition and sometimes to locate supposed chemical bonds. Chemical arguments based on orbitals are in fact energy or electron density arguments. Orbitals are linked to these observables through the use of operators. The Valency Interaction Formula, VIF, method is based on quantum operators and is a link between reasoning in terms of orbitals and observables.
Valency Interaction Formulas, VIFs, are molecular structural formulas that are themselves quantum mechanical operators, one-electron density or one-electron Hamiltonian. They allow molecules to be classified based on an invariance property according to two pictorial rules, linear transformations, applied to the VIF pictures. The number of doubly, singly, and unoccupied valence orbitals or the number of bonding, nonbonding, and antibonding orbitals are preserved under these transformations.
The resulting pictures relate molecular geometry and distribution of electrons in molecules to the energetic behavior of frontier orbitals [16] [17] [18] [19] . The method for drawing VIF pictures as one electron Hamiltonian operators comparable to the results of MO computations was developed in the mid 1990's [16] . Since then, the theory has been broadened in its application by definition of VIF pictures as oneelectron density operators and subsequent development of the system of chemical reasoning based on the two pictorial rules [17] [18] [19] .
While a variety of orbital pictures are useful for chemical reasoning and can be related to traditional MO and VB approaches, the VIF method is based on a property of invariance that relates one orbital representation to another while leaving observable properties of the molecule unchanged. It is a way of understanding why a wide variety of orbital pictures describe molecular properties. At the same time the VIF method emphasizes what is common and important about these pictures, their relationship to observables such as energy and distribution of electrons in molecules. 
Three Dimensional Molecular Structural Formulas
Lewis structures as they are typically used today are at first two-dimensional and then given threedimensional interpretation according to hybridization of atomic orbitals or Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion, VSEPR, theory [20] . By Lewis's own 1923 account, three-dimensional thinking was a distinguishing feature between his theory of atomic structure and other theories of atomic structure available at the time [21] . Lewis's sketches from 1902 shows how electrons represented as dots placed at the corners of a cube describe the valency of second and third period elements. See Figure 1 . The tetrahedral geometry of carbon centers is clear in Lewis's pictorial reasoning. Harcourt has found a remarkable way to unite the idea of Bohr orbits with the electron cube structure of Lewis in a three-dimensional theory of the molecular structural formula [22] . Harcourt's Bohr orbit model is shown side to side with Linnett's model both for O 2 triplet in Figure 2 . Both of these models have a physically intuitive basis; electrons with the same spin stay as far apart as possible. In Linnet's model electrons of the same spin are arranged at the indices of a tetrahedron. In O 2 , spin-up electrons, o, are arranged in tetrahedrons that join at an index bisecting the inter-nuclear axis. Seven electrons are spin up. The remaining five spin-down electrons are at the indices of tetrahedrons that join face-to-face in the plane that bisects the molecule. Both spin-up and spin down electrons are symmetrically distributed around the inter-nuclear axis and bisecting plane consistent with the cylindrical, D ∞h , symmetry of the molecule. According to Harcourt's Bohr orbit bonding theory, atoms have quantum number n Bohr orbits in their valence shell. Each orbit can have a maximum of 2n electrons that are positioned with alternating spin around the orbit. For O 2 triplet there are seven electrons of one spin and five of the other. In the Bohr orbit model for triplet O 2 , there are also unequal numbers of electrons in orbit planes of the molecule. See Figure 2 . The orbits in the horizontal plane have three electrons each and one shared for a total of five while those in the vertical plane have four electrons each with one shared for a total of seven.
Both the Linnett and Harcourt Bohr orbit models of triplet O 2 have four bonding electrons roughly between the nuclei and two unpaired electrons with parallel spin for the triplet. Various VB bonding models have been inspired by the Linnet approach [10] [11] [12] [13] . The Bohr orbit model with a maximum of 2n electrons in planar circular orbits is restricted from matching molecular symmetry properties and hence chemical and physical properties in some cases, O 2 triplet for example. Application of symmetry properties to orbital (wave) models of chemical bonding has been extremely successful.
It would be interesting to compare Harcourt's Bohr orbit molecular structural formulas or perhaps a related elliptical orbit approach based on orbits corresponding to AOs, HAOs, or MOs to the "posmom" density analysis of Gill [23] which is a quantitative link between thinking in terms of orbitals and orbits. Particle reasoning and wave reasoning applied in an educated way to the atomic and molecular level have been extremely fruitful, a tribute to the achievement of Niels Bohr. Quantum operators are the link between the wavefunction and possible results of an experiment and are an integral part of quantum theory.
The focus in this paper is the VIF method, a pictorial MO theory based on the fact that physical observables remain unchanged with transformation from one orbital representation to another. VIF is alternative to the way that chemists normally think about molecules; VIF molecular structural formulas are one-electron density or Hamiltonian operators. At the same time, there are many aspects of the VIF method that are very much the way that chemists think about molecules. Three dimensional geometry and interaction between valence orbitals are of paramount importance in the VIF method. The VIF picture for methane is shown in Figure 3 . Dots, Valency points, VP, represent orbitals. Lines that connect the dots, Valency Interactions, VI, are interactions between the orbitals. The importance of the relationship between the VIF picture and molecular geometry is emphasized by the molecular models shown in Figure 4 . The VIF method will be described in the following section and applied to a variety of molecules throughout this paper. 
Quantum-Based Molecular Structural Formulas
The Valency Interaction Formula, VIF, is a molecular structural formula and one-electron operator drawn with respect to a reference orbital occupancy or reference energy. The number of positive, zero, and negative eigenvalues with respect to the reference is found using two pictorial rules and is invariant under application of these rules. VIF pictures as one-electron density operators are drawn with respect to a reference orbital occupation of one electron per orbital. VIF pictures as one-electron Hamiltonian operators are frequently drawn with respect to reference energy, α ref , frequently −½E h . See [16] and [17] . frequently ½ E h [17] . Valency Interactions, VI, lines that connect valency points, are drawn according to chemical intuition but can be tested for accuracy using the two pictorial rules to be presented shortly [16, 17] . Valency Interactions have strength Ω / . A usual choice for β o is βsp n for molecules with hybridized atomic centers. A default value of κ = 1 gives simple pictures and accurate chemical deductions in most cases. The significance of relative interaction strengths can be tested with the two rules [17] . Valency Points can be given electronegativity loops with strength Ω / . Loops also result from application of the two pictorial rules. Chemical deductions are made using two pictorial rules applied to the VIF picture. These are linear transformations applied to the operator. The two rules are given below and demonstrated in Figure 5 (top left) for the H 2 molecule. Figure 6 shows the two rules side-by-side with the corresponding linear transformations. The two pictorial rules are the multiplication rule and the addition rule. one-electron density operator disconnected VP with positive loops represent orbitals with two electrons, those with negative loops, empty orbitals, and those without loops, orbitals with one electron. Likewise, if the VIF picture represents a one-electron Hamiltonian operator positive loops in a fully simplified picture represent bonding orbitals, negative loops, antibonding orbitals, and disconnected VP with no loops, nonbonding orbitals. VIF pictures related by the two rules are structurally covariant, sc, shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 and belong to an equivalence class with the same numbers of positive, zero, and negative eigenvalues. Sets of structurally covariant VIF pictures have four key interpretations that can be used to make chemical deductions.
VIF Mathematical Definitions

The Two Pictorial Rules
1. Sets of structurally covariant VIF pictures are interpreted as the same quantum operator represented in linearly related basis frames. 2. VIF density pictures related by the rules can be used as resonance structures but have topological meaning beyond usual resonance structures. 3. Structurally covariant VIF pictures can be interpreted as sets of molecular species with similar energy. 4. The same VIF picture can sometimes be interpreted as different quantum operators, one-electron density or Hamiltonian for example.
According to these interpretations, bond pair, lone pair, and free radical electrons understood in terms of a localized orbital representation are recognized as having energies above, below, or equal to the predetermined reference, frequently −½E h [17] .
Comparison to Valence Bond Resonance Structures
With valency points representing orbitals, a VIF picture represents a one-electron operator in a minimal valence orbital basis set. VIF resonance structures related by the two pictorial rules are a set of one-electron density operators that all correspond to the same number of doubly, singly, and unoccupied valence natural orbitals. This is a fundamentally different set of definitions than for resonance structures in VB theory. The determinant wave functions that correspond to sets of structurally covariant VIF resonance structures are not in general equivalent to VB wavefunctions. VIF and VB resonance structures are therefore not equivalent in general. There are special cases for which qualitative MO and VB theories are equivalent. This is the case for the three electron bond to be discussed later in this paper. VIF and VB resonance structures show agreement in these cases and also in cases for which VB and MO determinant wavefunctions are not equivalent. VIF resonance structures also have a topological meaning that allows them to be used for making predictions about the behavior of frontier orbitals. See [17] [18] [19] .
VIF Resonance Structures for Dative, 3e/2c, and 3-Centered Bonds.
Donor-acceptor bonding, three-electron bonding, and three-center boding have been significant in the development of bonding concepts [12, 14] . Figure 7 shows sets of VIF resonance structures related by the pictorial rules (left) and their corresponding matrix transformations (right) for a donor-acceptor dative bond (top) and for a three electron -two center bond (bottom). The donor-acceptor bond is structurally covariant with covalent bonds. Compare Figure 5 with Figure 7 . The three electron bond which has two bonding electrons and one antibonding electron from the MO point of view, Figure 5 (right), has structurally covariant resonance structures, Figure 7 (bottom left). Qualitative MO and VB approaches are known to be equivalent in this case [25, 26] . These resonance structures look similar to three electron bond Valence Bond configurations of Green and Linnet [8] , and Harcourt [10] [11] [12] [13] that result from delocalizing an A or B atom lone pair electron into the Ψ AB bonding molecular orbital. ( · . Harcourt [11] has also shown that the electrons on the A and B atoms will have parallel spin while the electron delocalized in Ψ AB has the opposite spin. Using the notation of Green and Linnet and Linnet [8] , x and for electrons with opposed spins gives
x . We will follow this result when filling electrons into the VIF picture. See Figure 7 (bottom left).
Figure 7.
Structurally covariant VIF resonance structures (left) with corresponding matrix transformations (right) describe a dative bond (top) and three electron -two center bond (bottom), for a doubly occupied donor orbital and unoccupied acceptor orbital; is for the polar bond related to it by the rules, for a three electron bond, and is for the structurally covariant resonance structures.
Structurally covariant resonance structures for three center bonds correspond to cations, anions, or radicals according to whether their topology is Hückel or Möbius [17] . Figure 8 shows how VIF resonance structures represent the π-systems for allyl cation, anion, or radical depending on whether the density element between the terminal orbitals, a, has a positive, negative, or zero sign. Topological properties based on the sign of density have been known to give chemical insight [27] . Positive density interactions are bonding, zero are nonbonding, and negative are antibonding. VIF pictures provide a simple approach for the explanation and prediction of conjugated ring symmetries according to the sign of π-system density elements [18, 19] . Application to the study of concerted reactions is the subject of on-going work. We will use VIF pictures similar to those in Figure 8 for the description of small copper clusters and the bonding of O 2 to Fe(II) later in this paper.
Figure 8.
The two pictorial rules are used to relate resonance structures for the π-system ally cation, anion, and radical to the topology of the one-electron density matrix; a is positive for a cation, negative for an anion, and zero for the radical.
VIF Pictures for Hybridized Atomic Centers
VIF pictures for hybridized atomic centers are one-electron operators transformed into a hybridized atomic orbital basis frame [16, 17] . When hybridization transformations are applied to one-electron operators for atomic centers in AO representations, the operators in the resulting HAO representation typically have interactions between them. Energy or electron density elements that result from a hybridization transformation are easy to calculate by hand given the initial AO energies or electron configuration. Line and loop constants for the VIF pictures are likewise easy to calculate too [16, 17] . Intrahybrid or germinal hybrid interactions were used by Dewar in his σ-conjugation and σ-aromaticity PMO theory [28] .
If The VIF picture is a one-electron density operator, line constants are calculated based on average s and p orbital electron occupations using αsp The VIF pictures for hybridized carbon centers are shown in Figure 9 . The carbon sp 3 VIF picture in Figure 9 is a representation of the ground state electron configuration of a carbon atom with averaged p-orbital occupations that has been transformed into a hybridized orbital frame. It does not represent a quartet of electrons as in Linnett's theory [9] . There is therefore no promotion energy in this approach. When the VIF picture is a one-electron Hamiltonian operator, line and loop constants are calculated with α s and α p as valence orbital ionization energies, VOIE. The VIF picture for methane shown in Figure 3 is reduced using the two pictorial rules in Figure 10 . The valency points for the four carbon sp 3 hybrid orbitals are all within the central circle for the methane carbon and interact with each other equally. Each has a Valency Interaction with the nearest H 1s Valency Point. The rules are applied yielding four C-H single bonds as expected. Because the number of bonding, nonbonding, and antibonding orbitals is invariant for structurally covariant VIF pictures, and because the molecular orbitals are related to this and other localized frames by linear transformation, this picture also corresponds to four bonding molecular orbitals lower in energy than -½E h that do not lie along specific C-H bond lines. Each bonding MO has two electrons. Four empty antibonding molecular orbitals also result one from each segment in the reduced picture [16, 17] . Figure 10 . The methane VIF is reduced using the two pictorial rules.
The VIF method is easily applied to describe the bonding in the methonium ion, CH 5 + .
Figure 11 (top) shows the VIF picture for the CH 5 + ion. The two rules applied as they were in the case of methane lead to three two center -two electron bonds and a three center two electron bond. Figure 11 (bottom left) shows how the VIF picture for the three center bond is reduced to an antibonding orbital and two VP connected by a VI which, as we have seen in Figure 5 and Figure 6 , is further reduced to one bonding and an additional antibonding orbital. The three center bond in CH 5 + leads to one doubly occupied bonding orbital and two unoccupied antibonding orbitals. See Figure 8 . The natural bond orbitals, NBOs, for the three center -two electron bond in CH 5 + are also shown in Figure 11 (bottom right). These were calculated using Gaussian 03 for Windows [29] and the NBO options [14] included with this suite of programs. The 3c-2e bond presents difficulty for conventional Lewis structures but not for VIFs. Figure 11 . The VIF picture for CH 5 + is easily simplified yielding a three center -two electon bond (top) that is further reduced to one doubly occupied and two unoccupied orbitals or two antibonding and one bonding orbital (bottom). The NBOs (bottom right) were calculated using G03W and displayed using GaussView.
VIF Representation of Diatomic Molecules
The order of the molecular orbital energies and the resulting ground sate electron configuration for the C 2 molecule has been confirmed in several studies [30] [31] [32] . A level of theory including some degree of electron correlation is needed in order to compute an accurate potential energy curve for the singlet ground state, 1 Σ g + , with the π-bonding orbitals each doubly occupied for bond lengths near the equilibrium geometry. According to this picture, the overall bond order is 2 though the σ-bond order is zero.
The VIF treatment for C 2 is shown in Figure 12 (top right). Notice that each of the carbon centers was given sp hybridization and no electronegativity loops are needed. The σ-bond interaction in the initial VIF for C 2 is immediately canceled using the rules, consistent with the simple MO diagram. See Figure 12 (top left). Jug [27] using his Maximum Bond order Principle finds C 2 to have a triple bond, in agreement with the fact that the C 2 bond length is close to that of acetylene.
The two coupled sp hybrid orbitals on each carbon atom are decoupled using the two rules to a doubly occupied carbon 2s orbital and unoccupied 2p orbital, Figure 12 (top right) . The 2s electrons on each carbon are then further stabilized by interaction with the empty σ 2p orbital on the other carbon atom. This interaction is shown by the structurally covariant VIF resonance structures in Figure 12 (middle left). These allow calculation of a modified bond order, 2 2 / 3 . According the NBO method, the interaction of the 2s electrons with the σ-p orbital on the adjacent carbon atom results in a ν-bond, Figure 12 (middle right). The C 2 molecule has a dissociation energy, D e = 610 ± 2.0 kJ/mol, greater than that of O 2 , 498 ± 0.17 kJ/mol [33] , less than the ethylene double bond, 728.4 ± 6.3 kJ/mol [34] , and substantially less than the acetylene triple bond, 960.2 ± 4.2 kJ/mol [34] , and N 2 triple bond, 945.33 ± 0.59 kJ/mol [33] . The spectroscopic bond length for the C 2 molecule is 1.2425 Å [33] slightly longer than the C-C bond length in acetylene, 1.203 Å [33] , and shorter than the C-C bond length in ethylene, 1.339 Å according to MP2/6-311++Gdp. The side to side overlap of p-orbitals on adjacent carbon atoms requires a short bond length. The ν-bonding in C 2 does not stabilize the molecule as much as the strong C-C σ-bond in acetylene or in ethylene stabilizes these molecules. Bond order of somewhere between 2 and 3 for C 2 does not seem unreasonable considering the experimental evidence and theoretical literature on this topic. Bonding a hydrogen atom to each carbon to form ethyne increases the C-C bond order to three with the formation of a C-C σ-bond. This is shown clearly in the VIF picture of ethyne, Figure 12 (bottom).
The bonding in N 2 and O 2 molecules is more familiar than that in C 2 . The bond formation from electron configurations in sp hybridized N and O atoms respectively is shown in Figure 13 (top). The σ-systems for these require loops in their VIF pictures [17] . The three electron bonds can also be described using resonance structures as in Figure 7 (Bottom left). Carbon monoxide is both a familiar and an unusual example with its exceptionally strong bond, D o 298 = 1076.5 ± 0.4 kJ/mol [33] , and small dipole moment. The electron configuration for the symmetry allowed formation of the CO bond is shown in Figure 14 (top). The VIF picture for carbon monoxide requires electronegativity loops for oxygen but not for carbon. See Figure 14 (middle) The sp hybrid orbitals on oxygen are constructed from the doubly occupied 2s and 2p orbitals. 
Bond Angle, Hybridization, and Walsh's Rules
The technique of hybridization allows prediction of strong directed bonds. From the point of view of localized bond pairs and lone pairs, predictions about bond angles can be made according to Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion, VSEPR, ideas. One considers the oxygen atom is in water to be a nearly tetrahedral, sp 3 , center with bond pair and lone pair electrons exerting repulsive forces on each other. The order of repulsive strength is LP-LP > LP-BP > BP-BP and this trend explains why the bond angle in water is somewhat less than the tetrahedral angle. Bond angles can also be understood in terms of the stabilization of molecular orbitals. Molecules like water with C 2v symmetry have a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , and b 2 symmetry species in their irreducible representation. The two lone pair molecular orbitals are not the sp 3 hybrid orbitals that one considers when applying VSEPR. The lower energy lone pair molecular orbital is in the plane of the molecule and has a 1 symmetry and the higher energy molecular orbital is a p-orbital centered on oxygen in the case of water, and has b 1 symmetry. Analysis of how the energy of these orbitals change with bond angle is the basis of Walsh's rules given below in Walsh's words for the generic AH 2 molecule [37] .
(i) In the 90° molecule the S A orbital does not mix ("hybridize") with the other orbitals.
(ii) Whether or not an orbital becomes more tightly bound with change of angle is determined primarily by whether or not it changes from being built from a p orbital of A to being built from an s orbital of A. (iii)If no change of A valencies from which the orbital is built occurs when the angle is changed, the following subsidiary effect determines whether the orbital becomes more or less tightly bound: if the orbital is anti-bonding between the end atoms it is most tightly bound when the latter are as far apart as possible (i.e.in the linear molecule); if it is bonding between the end atoms it is most tightly bound when the latter are as near together as possible (i.e., in the 90° molecule).
According to Walsh's rules, the bond angle in water, 104.51°, is explained not by repulsion between electron pairs but by the composition of MOs. Specifically the a 1 lone pair orbital which is stabilized with a higher percentage of s A character than it would have at 120° or even 109.5°.
In applying the VIF method to AH n molecules, one starts by choosing hybridization for the central atom appropriate for the known or tentative geometry of the molecule. One may choose a tetrahedral hybridization for oxygen in water and then test this choice with application of the two rules. See Figure  16 . Electronegativity loops are included for the oxygen sp 3 valency points. The pictorial rules are applied and it is shown that the sp 3 lone pair orbitals are coupled by an intrahybrid valency interaction.
Decoupling results in two lone pair molecular orbitals. From the symmetry of the water molecule we know that the higher energy lone pair molecular orbital is a 2p orbital on oxygen. This means that the remaining lone pair orbital, the one with a 1 symmetry, has all of the s-character from the two lone pair sp 3 hybrids so is 50% 2s and 50% 2p. Figure 16 (bottom left) shows the decoupling of the sp 3 lone pair orbitals using the two rules. The loop constant has a value ξ = 3 so both lone pair orbitals are doubly occupied and lower in energy than the refrence −½ E h [17] . Figure 16 (bottom right) shows polar covalent bonds reduced to one doubly occupied and one unoccupied orbital or in terms of energy a bonding MO and an antibonding MO. VIF pictures for singlet methylene are shown in Figure 17 . The carbon valence orbitals have an average of one electron per orbital so no electronegativity loops are needed on the sp 3 orbitals. Like in water, we see that the sp 3 hybrids are coupled but in this case, decoupling leads to one doubly occupied lone pair orbital and an unoccupied orbital. From the energy point of view, one orbital lower in energy than −½ E h and the unoccupied orbital, a carbon 2p orbital, higher in energy than −½E h . Once again we know that the a 1 lone pair orbital, in this case the HOMO, is roughly a sp hybrid orbital stabilized relative to the original sp 3 hybrids by increased s-character. On the other hand, by choosing sp 2 hybridization for triplet carbene we start with a singly occupied unhybridized carbon 2p orbital, Figure 18 . Application of the two rules shows the other singly occupied molecular orbital, SOMO, is the a 1 MO. From the VIF approach we know that the triplet carbene has a wider bond angle than singlet carbene. By application of Walsh's rule (iii) we know that the highest doubly occupied MO which is bonding with respect to the hydrogen 1s is stabilized by an even wider bond angle than 120°. Either by this reasoning or by applying VSEPR we expect a bond angle greater than 120°. The triplet carbene bond angle is predicted to be 135.37° using B3LYP/6-311++Gdp. VIF treatment of the NH 2 radical is depicted in Figure 19 . The nitrogen atom requires the use of electronegativity loops. Nitrogen in its ground state electron configuration is [He]2s 2 sp 3 so α sp3 = (2 + 3(3/3))/4 = 5/4, βsp 3 = (2 -(3/3))/4 = 1/4, and the loop constant is ξ sp3 = (5/4 -1)·4 = 1. In this case the coupled hybrid orbitals are simplified to a doubly occupied lone pair MO with a 1 symmetry and a SOMO which is the nitrogen 2p orbital. The a 1 lone pair orbital is roughly 50% N 2s so is approximately a nitrogen sp orbital. The bond angle in NH 2 radical is predicted to be 103.07° using UB3LYP/6-311++Gdp. orbital and gains slightly more 2s character according to Walsh's rules when the HNH bond angles are made more acute than the tetrahedral angle. The VIF method applied to the understanding of molecules with heavier atoms, third period and higher, is a subject of ongoing research. It is well known that heavier p-block atomic centers display a wider variety of chemical bonding possibilities and initial studies show that the VIF method with its sensitivity to molecular geometry and hybridization describe these cases well.
Depiction of Ring Systems
The benzene and other unsaturated and saturated hydrocarbons have had a special role in the development of the molecular structural formula and application of chemical bonding theories. The VIF method has been used to predict the π-distortivity of benzene, distinct single and double bonds in cyclobutadiene, and symmetries of cyclopentadienyl cation, radical, and anion [18] . The consideration of relative interaction energies is important in these cases and a formula relating the effect of relative interaction strength to the number of carbon atoms in σ-ring systems has been derived [19] . Figure 21 shows the reduction of the VIF for the π-system of cyclobutadiene. The constant, a, is used to test the relevance of alternating interactions of different strength around the ring. Application of the two rules yields two segments. If a = 1 as would be the case for a square, D 4h symmetry for the molecule, then from the point of view of electron density, there are two unpaired electrons or from the point of view of energy, there are two degenerate molecular orbitals which result in a triplet state according to Hund's rule when the 4 π-electrons are filled in. The singlet state with a pair of doubly occupied π molecular orbitals is therefore Jahn-Teller distorted as is well known.
The reduction for the benzene π-system is shown in Figure 22 . The third segment in the reduced bottom picture has strength of a 3 + 1. This means that if a > −1, the picture indicates singlet state with three doubly occupied π-bonding orbitals. A wide range of values for a are possible for the benzene singlet state consistent with the π-distortivity of this molecule.
The same approach can be used for σ-systems. Figure 23 shows the VIF method applied to cyclopropane. The relative interactions, strength a, indicate the difference in strength of sp 3 carbon intrahybrid interactions and σ-bonding interactions around the ring. The constant a is greater than 1 so one concludes that all of cycloproprane's valence electrons are in doubly occupied molecular orbitals. No assertions need be made about σ-aromaticity [38] . When VIF is applied to σ-systems of hydrocarbon rings, the last interaction has strength of a n + (−1) (n-1) [19] . This formula can be applied quickly and easily to larger ring systems. The VIF results for benzene are shown in Figure 24 . Using the formula from above, the last σ-interaction has strength of a 6 − 1. Since a > 1, all of benzene's valence electrons are paired in bonding molecular orbitals. The two benzene resonance structures are structurally covariant because they are related by the two pictorial rules. Figure 21 . The cyclobutadiene π-system includes the relative interactions strength to test the effect of distortion of the molecular geometry on the frontier orbitals. The VIF picture for phenyl radical, anion, and cation is shown in Figure 25 . From the point of view of electron density, the radical, anion, and cation are distinguished by the value of the relative interaction strength, a. The final loop has strength of a 6 − 1. This is not an application of the rule for ring σ-systems but required separate derivation. If a = 1, the final loop strength is zero and the picture represents the phenyl radical. If |a| > 1 the final orbital is a lone pair orbital and phenyl anion is represented. With |a| < 1, the picture represents phenyl cation. From the energy point of view a > 1 and the last orbital is a bonding molecular orbital. This is consistent with the electron density interpretation because as electrons fill into bonding molecular orbitals, bond order increases. Figure 25 . VIF depiction of the phenyl radical, anion, and cation shows that the SOMO, LP, or unoccupied orbital is sensitive to the degree of C-C bonding in the σ-framework.
Walsh's rules can be applied to understand the change in bond angel between phenyl anion, 112.3°, radical, 126.0°, and cation, 147.5° calculated using B3LYP 6-311++Gdp with the G03W package [29] . The empty orbital in the phenyl cation increases in p-character and the bonding orbitals are then lowered in energy having increased s-character. A simpler depiction of the phenyl cation uses sp hybridization for the carbon that does not have a hydrogen atom attached. The a n + (−1) (n -1) rule can be used and bonding interactions are increased so a > 1. Bonding character in the σ-system of the cation is increased with increased bond angle at the phenyl carbon consistent with Walsh's rules. A similar increase in bond angle is found in the double aromatic [39] C 6 H 3 + cation. The VIF treatment of the σ-system for this cation is shown in Figure 26 . The carbon atoms with hydrogen atoms attached are given sp hybridization. The unhybridized p-orbitals in the σ-plane interact to form the three centered -two electron bond. The remaining σ-system is reduced using the a n + (−1) (n-1) rule and the π-system is the same as for benzene. The CCC bond angles centered on the carbon atoms without hydrogen are 149.4° according to B3LYP/6-311++Gdp. Figure 26 . The σ-system for the C 6 H 3 + double aromatic cation includes a two centerthree electron bond resulting from the three carbon 2p orbitals in the the σ-plane.
Cyclopentadienylidene
An unusual molecule with a high degree of distortion and low degree of symmetry, C 1 , is singlet cyclopentadienylidene. One may wonder whether the singlet state of this neutral carbene with formula C 5 H 4 will be π-aromatic with 6 π-electrons and the empty orbital in the sigma plane or π-antiaromatic with 4 π-electrons and the carbene lone pair in a σ-lone pair orbital stabilized with a higher degree of s-character. Frenking [40] using the EDA analysis considers cyclopentadienylidene to be antiaromatic, a classification that in itself does not explain the puckering and twisting of the ring to give C 1 symmetry. The cyclopentadienyl cation with its 4π electrons is planar though JT distorted in the plane.
VIF pictures for this case are shown in Figure 27 , (top). Interaction of the lone pair electrons with the π-system are neglected in this picture. The full reduction of this VIF picture by the two rules is not shown in Figure 27 . The reduction results in the sp 3 lone pair orbitals being coupled by a line strength of κ = a 5 -1. The constant, a, is the relative interaction strength between carbon -carbon σ-bonding interactions and carbon intrahybrid interactions. This is greater than one so κ is also greater than one.
The VIF approach does not neglect the significance of the ring system on the lone pair. The lone pair orbitals are decoupled to yield a roughly sp lone pair MO in the σ-plane, and an empty carbon 2p orbital, similar to Figure 17 . Before considering interactions with the π-system, we will place the lone pair electrons in the lower energy σ-LP orbital and refer to the empty carbon 2p orbital as LP*. These are depicted in Figure 27 (middle right). The geometry of cyclopentadienylidene is distorted; the ring is puckered and twisted to give C 1 symmetry. Carbon -carbon bond lengths around the ring according to a geometry optimization carried out using MP2/6-311++Gdp are shown in Figure 27 (middle left). Figure 27 (bottom) shows how interaction of the lone pair orbitals with the π-system distorts the geometry of the ring. Puckering of the five membered carbon ring allows donation of the σ-LP orbital into the π* orbital. This also decreases the electron density in the σ-LP orbital. According to an NBO calculation based on the B3LYP/6-311++Gdp level of theory this orbital has an electron occupation of 1.54 electrons and a hybridization of sp 1.7 . Consistent with Walsh's rules, removal of electron density from this orbital results in a reduction of s-character in the NBOs from sp and a widening of the bond angle from 109.5° to 116.7° according to B3LYP and 122.6° according to MP2, both with the 6-311++Gdp basis set. The NBO algorithm available with the G03W package includes calculation of the energies of donor acceptor-interactions. The σ-LP orbital donates into the two localized π-antibonding NBOs with donor-acceptor interaction energies of 15.04 kcal/mol and 11.63 kcal/mol. The puckering of the cyclopentadienylidene singlet ring is clearly attributable to stabilization of the lone pair by a donation of LP density into the π-system because protonation leads to the planar cyclopentadienyl cation.
The cyclopentadienylidene π-system is stabilized by donation into the LP* orbital, the otherwise empty carbene carbon 2p orbital causing a conrotatory twist of the ring from C s to C 1 symmetry. See Figure 27 (bottom right). According to the NBO calculations performed based on B3LYP/6-311++Gdp, the electron occupation of this orbital is 0.35 electrons. The interaction is depicted in Figure 27 (bottom right). Because the ring is also puckered the interaction is stronger on one side of the ring than the other causing the carbon-carbon bond length on one side of the carbene carbon to be shorter than on the other, 1.354 Å as opposed to 1.426 Å according to the MP2 calculation. The donor-acceptor interactions are likewise different on either side of the carbene carbon, 102 kcal/mol compared to 33 kcal/mol. Both of these donor-acceptor interactions are 63 kcal/mol in the optimized C s transition structure identified by one imaginary vibrational frequency. The unusual puckered and twisted geometry of singlet cyclopentadienylidene can thus be understood in terms of donation of electron density from the carbene LP orbital into the π-LUMO and donation from the π-HOMO into the otherwise empty LP* orbital.
The donation of electron density into the LP* carbon 2p orbital is the stronger of the two donoraccepter interactions discussed above. To describe this and the resulting twisting of the ring using VIF, one considers a basis set of the four 2p orbitals in the double bonds and the LP* orbital. See Figure 28 (top). The ring puckering allows only one lobe of LP* to interact with the nearest neighbor 2p orbitals. A conrotatory twist therefore requires one negative interaction around the ring. See Figure 28 (top). Reduction using the two rules leads to two doubly occupied or bonding orbitals and three unoccupied or antibonding orbitals, consistent in a system that stabilizes the 4 π electrons. If interaction with the LP orbital is included, the VIF picture correctly describes this 6 π electron system Figure 28 Conrotatory twisting results in a negative VI. Reduction by the two rules leads to two doubly occupied orbitals, a 4 π-electron system (top). If interactions of the π-system with σ-LP are included a 6 π-electron system is correctly described (bottom).
Copper Atom Clusters
A long term goal with regard to the VIF method is to be able to apply it more widely through the periodic table. A challenge in doing this is to maintain visually simplicity while studying molecules with heavier atoms that have more valence orbitals. Jug [41] has found that simple bonding pictures can be used to understand small copper clusters. The 3d sublevel is full in copper atoms in their ground electronic state so bonding in copper clusters takes place largely through copper 4s orbitals. Qualitative electronic properties of the symmetrical Cu 3 + and Jahn-Teller distorted Cu 3 can be understood according to three-center bonding models. See Figure 8 [41] . When an electron is added to make a Cu 4 cluster, all of the bonds in the cluster become shorter according to HF/LanL2DZ, an indication that the LUMO has bonding character. The VIF treatment shown in Figure 29 only considers valence 4s orbitals and indicates that the LUMO is nonbonding. The bonding character is therefore attributable to 3d orbital contributions. In analogy to a hypothetical H 4 molecule one might expect Cu 4 to dissociate to two Cu 2 molecules. This is predicted by the analogous VIF treatment in Figure 21 . According to HF/LanL2DZ, the rhomboid Cu 4 cluster is 11 kcal/mol lower in energy than 2 Cu 2 . Jug has studied Cu n clusters n = 2-10 [41] . Three member rings are a structural motif in these. The author is planning to study more of these examples.
VIF Description of the Binding of O 2 to Fe(II)
The binding of the O 2 molecule to the Fe(II) center in hemoglobin is an interesting and important example. The treatment here is inspired by Harcourt's approach utilizing Increased Valence structures [12] . See structures 24-29 in [12] . In this bonding model O 2 in its ground triplet state binds to Fe [12] . A VIF depiction of this bonding situation is shown in Figure 30 . The bonding of O 2 to Fe(II) is described by two three-center four-electron bonds each analogous to the π-system of allyl anion. Also see Figure 8 . The density interactions between Fe and the terminal O atom p-orbitals are antibonding, a < 0, resulting in two doubly occupied MO's for this system. One expects greater electron charge density on the Fe and terminal O atoms from this type of bonding. The geometry of heme with distal imidazol and bound O 2 molecule was optimized using B3LYP/LanL2Z. The APT partial charges on Fe, the O atom bonded to Fe, and the terminal O atom are 0.357, 0.263, and -0.350 respectively. Without the O 2 bound, the APT partial charge on the Fe(II) atom increases to +0.585 also using B3LYP/LanL2Z. The computed negative partial charge on the terminal oxygen atom while the oxygen atom bonded to iron has a positive partial charge and increased charge on the Fe atom is evidence that supports this bonding description three-center four-electron MO bonding description. See resonance structures in Figure 8 . Figure 30 . VIF density operator depiction of O 2 bonding to Fe(II) through two three-center four-electron bonds. Constant a has "a" is an antibonding density interaction, a < 0, to give four electrons in each three-center bond. See Figure 8 .
Conclusions
Bond and lone electron pair concepts applied to the three-dimensional geometry of molecules are central in chemical reasoning. These are emphasized in this presentation of the Valency Interaction Formula, a quantum based molecular structural formula. The VIF method has been presented in detail here. It offers a method of chemical reasoning based on the invariance of observable properties under linear transformations applied in the form of two pictorial rules. VIF pictures related by the rules are structurally covariant, sc, and have four interpretations.
The theory was applied to well known and interesting molecules and ions, methane, methonium cation, C 2 , N 2 , O 2 , and CO, water, singlet and triplet methylene, NH 2 radical, and ammonia, cyclobutadiene singlet and triplet, benzene, cyclopropane, phenyl anion, cation, and radical, the double aromatic C 6 The VIF pictures as one-electron density and one-electron Hamiltonian operators for these examples have been analyzed according to the invariance of the number of doubly, singly, and unoccupied orbitals and/or numbers of bonding, nonbonding, and antibonding orbitals. The results have been compared to familiar bond pair -lone pair concepts, Walsh's rules, and frontier orbital donor-acceptor methods as well as to results of HF, B3LYP, and MP2 computations with LanL2Z or 6-311++Gdp basis set and NBO analysis of these. Bonding pictures have also been compared to the VB structural formulas of Linnet and Harcourt.
The VIF method, a pictorial MO theory, incorporates some of the advantages of VB pictures and at the same time gives insight into the behavior of MO frontier orbitals. A major goal of this and previous work has been to develop methods of chemical reasoning using VIF pictures, demonstrate their agreement with other theoretical methods. This foundation is the basis of ongoing work being done to apply the method through more of the periodic table and toward the understanding of a wide range of chemical reactions.
